Introduction
In this note we characterize the Lie group actions for which there exists, at least locally, an evaluation map that defines a cochain map from the differential complex of invariant forms on a manifold to the De Rham complex for the quotient. This problem is motivated by the principle of symmetric criticality [4] .
Before giving any specific definitions we would like to illustrate the notion of such an evaluation map with a simple example. Consider the two dimensional Abelian Lie group G = IR 2 with coordinates (a, b) acting on IR 3 by (a, b) * (x, y, z) = (x, y + a, z + b).
G , where we use the convention that a group superscript denotes the invariants of the group, then α and ν are necessarily of the form α = a(x)dx ∧ dy + b(x)dx ∧ dz + c(x)dy ∧ dz and ν = A(x)dx ∧ dy ∧ dz.
The Lie algebra of infinitesimal generators of this action of G is generated by {∂ y , ∂ z } and it is easy check that evaluation on the generators α(∂ y , ∂ z ) = c(x) , ν(∂ y , ∂ z , −) = A(x)dx defines a cochain map from Ω * (IR 3 ) G to Ω * −2 (IR), that is, (dα)(∂ y , ∂ z , −) = d(α(∂ y , ∂ z )) = c(x) ′ dx.
As we shall see, not all group actions admit cochain evaluation maps.
Lie group actions and invariant vector fields
Let G be a p-dimensional Lie group which acts effectively on an n-dimensional manifold M with multiplication map µ : G × M → M . We write gx instead of µ(g, x). For x ∈ M and g ∈ G, we define µ x : G → M and µ g : M → M to be the maps µ x (g) = µ g (x) = gx. For any g ∈ G, µ g is a diffeomorphism of M . We let G x denote the isotropy subgroup of G at x,
gx is a one-to-one immersion which is also G equivariant with respect to the canonical action of G on the coset space G/G x .
The Lie algebra g of the Lie group G is the Lie algebra of right invariant vector fields on G. The action of G on M induces a Lie algebra homomorphism r : g → X (M ) of g to the vector fields on M whose image is the Lie algebra of the infinitesimal generators of the action of G on M [7] . We write Γ = r(g). Because the action of G on M is assumed effective, the map r is injective. Let Γ ⊂ T M denote the (integrable) distribution generated by Γ.
The action of the Lie group G on M is said to be regular if the space of orbits is a manifold M = M/G such that the quotient map q : M → M is a submersion. We will assume from here on that all actions are regular. For regular actions the orbits all have the same dimension which we assume to be q and so the isotropy subgroup G x , for any x ∈ M , will have dimension p − q. Let Vert M → M be the sub-bundle of q vertical vectors in TM , so Vert M = ker q * = Γ. We also have the important property (
The action of G on M defines an action of G on T M using the differential
which defines the linear isotropy representation of G x on the tangent space T x M . Suppose now that X is a G invariant vector field, that is,
This observation leads us to define the following subset of T M ,
Equation (2.3) implies that every G invariant vector field X takes values in the subset κ(T M ) ⊂ T M . Since q • µ g = q, the action of G on T M restricts to an action on Vert M and the linear isotropy representation of G x also restricts to a representation on vertical vectors
Thus a G invariant vertical vector field takes values in the set
Gx .
In the next theorem we give conditions which guarantee the existence of invariant vector fields. This is a special case of the general construction given in [2] or on p. 657 in [3] . Remark 2.1 For the rest of this article we assume that all group actions are regular and that κ(T M ), and κ(Vert M ) are bundles.
Lie algebra cohomology
Given a Lie group G and a Lie subgroup K ⊂ G, with corresponding Lie algebras k ⊂ g, define the vector space of K relative forms on g by
where A r (g) are the alternating r-forms on g and Ad * denotes the co-adjoint representation of G on A r (g). The usual exterior derivative d on A * (g) restricts to make A * (g, K) a differential complex whose cohomology is denoted by H * (g, K), the Lie algebra cohomology of g relative to the subgroup K.
If
See Theorem 13.1 in [6] for a proof of this Lemma. It is well-known [8] , that if G is connected and compact and K closed, then H * (g, K) computes the De Rham cohomology of the homogeneous space G/K.
It is useful to note that if
Example: Consider the two sphere S 2 and the projective plane IRP 2 as the homogeneous spaces SO(3)/SO(2) and SO(3)/O(2). Letting X 1 , X 2 , X 3 be a basis for so(3) with X 3 the basis for so(2) (which particular so(2) is actually irrelevant because of (3.1)) and letting α 1 , α 2 , α 3 be the dual basis, we find
Therefore H 2 (so(3), SO (2)) is generated by α 1 ∧ α 2 . On the other hand, there is a reflection in O(2) which maps X 1 to −X 1 and X 2 to X 2 so that
and therefore H 2 (so(3), O(2)) = 0. Of course, these computations reflect the fact that S 2 is orientable whereas IRP 2 is not.
A map on the G invariant De Rham complex
In this section we generalize the evaluation map from the introduction by studying the problem of defining a map
which shifts form degree by the orbit dimension q of G on M . To begin, we define Λ q (Vert M ) → M to be the vector bundle of vertical q-chains on Vert M (alternatively, the bundle of vertical multi-vectors of degree q). Given that the orbits of G have dimension q it follows that about each point x ∈ M there exists an open set U and vector fields X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X q in Γ which define a local frame for
where
are the q semi-basic forms on M . The map ιχ is defined by setting
G then ιχω is q semi-basic, and since χ is G invariant, ιχω is G invariant and so G basic. By this last statement
G , and therefore by Lemma A.3 in [1], we find there exists a unique (k − q)-form ιχω on M satisfying q * (ιχω) = ιχω. The sought after evaluation map ρχ is then defined by
Note that for each invariant χ we have a map ρχ.
Conversely, if for each x ∈ M , A q (g, G x ) = 0 then about each x 0 ∈ M there exists a G invariant open set U and non-vanishing G invariant vertical q-chain χ on U .
Proof. Let χ be a non-vanishing G invariant vertical q-chain. Let x ∈ M and letχ be the restriction of χ to G/G x , so that (μ x ) * χ = χ . By the equivariance property ofμ x the q-chainχ is G invariant. Now let α ∈ Ω q (M ) satisfy α( χ ) = 1. The form α is not unique, and it is not necessarily invariant. We claim the formμ *
Thusμ * x α is a non-vanishing G invariant form of top degree on G/G x and so, by Lemma 3.1, A q (g, G x ) = 0.
We now prove the converse part of the theorem. Let
) is a line bundle. Then the existence of a G invariant q-chain is guaranteed (in a similar manner to Theorem 2.1) by Theorem 1.2 in [2] .
If A q (g, G x ) = 0 then by Lemma 3.1 there exists a non-vanishingα ∈ Ω q (G/G x ) G . Letχ be the invariant q-chain defined byα(χ) = 1. Then
Gx by the equivariance ofμ x , and is non-zero. Thus Λ q (V ert x M )) Gx = Λ q (V ert x M ) and so κ(Λ q (V ertM )) = Λ q (V ertM ) is a line bundle.
The cochain condition
In this section we find necessary and sufficient conditions on the action of G on M that determine whether we can choose a G invariant q-chain χ so that the map ρχ : Ω * (M ) G → Ω * −q (M ) defined in (4.1) is a cochain map, that is,
Granted that the action of G on M satisfies the conditions in Remark 2.1, the solution to this problem is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. If there exists a non-vanishing invariant q-chain χ such that the map ρχ in (4.1) defines a cochain map, then
In order to prove this theorem, we need a number of preliminary results. The first of these is the important observation that the cochain condition (5.1), which is a condition that involves the quotient manifold M , can be expressed as a condition entirely on M .
Lemma 5.2. A G invariant, vertical q-chain χ defines a cochain map ρχ if and only if
Proof. If η is any G basic form, then dη is also G basic. Letη be the unique form on M such that q * (η) = η. Then, since q * (dη) = dq * (η) = dη the two forms dη and dη pullback by q to the same form and must therefore be equal. Since χ and ω are both G invariant, we can apply this observation to the G basic form ιχω to deduce that
The cochain condition (5.1) can therefore be expressed as
But two G basic forms on M are equal if and only if the corresponding forms on M are equal and so (5.3) proves the equivalence of (5.1) with (5.2). Proof. Suppose (5.2) holds true for all G invariant (n − 1)-forms. Let ω be a G invariant r-form, where q ≤ r < n − 1. Then, if α is any G basic (n − r − 1)-form, ω ∧ α is a G invariant (n − 1)-form and therefore we can use (5.2) to write
Because α (and hence dα) is G basic, the expansion of both sides of this equation
Since α is an arbitrary G basic form and ιχdω and d(ιχω) are both G basic this implies
Lemma 5.4. Let µ be a G basic (n − q)-form on a G invariant open set U . Let χ be a non-vanishing, G invariant, vertical q-chain on U and let α be any q-form such that α( χ ) = 1.
Proof. For any g ∈ G, we compute
Proof. Let X 1 , . . . , X q be vector fields in Γ which form a local basis for Vert M in some neighborhood about the point x. 
Let R be a G invariant vector field on M which agrees with S on an invariant open set V ⊂ U of x so that
With ω V given by (5.6), we compute on V
But it is easy to check that if µ is a G basic (n − q)-form, then dµ = 0 and therefore
Evaluating (5.7) at x ∈ V shows that if (5.4) holds at x then (5.2) holds at x for all G invariant (n − 1)-forms ω. Since our original point x ∈ M was arbitrary, equation (5.2) holds on M . To prove that (5.2) implies (5.4) we reverse the argument above. Let R be a G invariant vector field on M and let x ∈ M . Choose a G basic (n − q)-form µ which doesn't vanish at x. Then the form ω = ι R ν, where ν = α ∧ µ with α( χ ) = 1, is a G invariant n − 1 form on M . Equation (5.7) (evaluated at x) coupled with Lemma 5.5 shows that (5.2) implies (5.4) at x. But x was arbitrary so (5.4) holds on M .
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 5.1.
Proof. We begin the proof by first noting that the condtion H q (g, G x ) = 0 is equivalent to the following: i] For each x ∈ M there exists a non-vanishingα
Suppose there exists a non-vanishing G invariant q-chain χ such that ρχ is a cochain map. Let α ∈ Ω q (M ) with α( χ ) = 1. Then as was shown in Theorem 4.1, given any x ∈ M , µ *
G and is non-vanishing. Thus condition i] is true.
Letη ∈ Ω q−1 (G/G x ) G . Thenη can be writtenη = ιỸ µ * x α whereỸ is a G invariant vector field on G/G x . Now (µ x ) * Ỹ[e] ∈ κ(V ert x M ) and by the hypothesis on invariant vector fields (Theorem 2.1), there exists a G invariant vector field
In order to calculate dη we let µ be a G basic (n − q)-form which doesn't vanish at x so that by Lemma 5.4 α ∧ µ is G invariant n-form which doesn't vanish at x. It is simple to check that
By using the fact µ is d-closed and by applying equation (5.2) to the invariant
0 and using the invariance ofη we get dη = 0. This proves ii] and therefore H q (g, G x ) = 0.
To prove the converse, choose x 0 ∈ M . Then by Theorem 4.1 the hypothesis A q (g, G x ) = 0, implies there exists a non-vanishing G invariant q-chain χ 0 on an invariant open neighbourhood U of x 0 . Suppose that the rank of κ(Vert M ) is s and that the rank of κ(T M ) is r. Let Y a , a = 1, . . . s be a local frame about x 0 for κ(V ertM ) consisting of invariant vector fields. Choose invariant vector fields Z t , t = s + 1, . . . , r which together with Y a form a local frame about x 0 for κ(T M ). Refine U so all these objects exist on an invariant open set which we again call U . We now show that if To finish the proof of the theorem we now show there exists an invariant K which doesn't vanish at x 0 so that χ = K χ 0 satisfies equation
where λ Zt are determined as in Lemma 5.5.
The functions K, λ Zt and the vector fields Z t are all invariant so lettingZ t = q * Z t , this equation for K can be written on M as This is a free action and so H 2 (g, G x ) = H 2 (g) and one easily computes H 2 (g) = 0. We proceed to check Theorem 5.6 for this example. The most general G invariant vertical 2-chain χ is of the form χ = K(z)y 2 ∂ x ∧ ∂ y .
The invariant vector fields are R = f (z)y∂ x + g(z)y∂ y + h(z)∂ z .
Computing L y∂y χ we get The fact the group is Abelian implies H 1 (g, G x ) = 0, for all x ∈ IR 2 , so a cochain map exists by Theorem 5.1. The G invariant vertical 1-cochains are given by So every cochain χ in (6.1) satisfies (5.4) . This examples demonstrates the fact that the q-chain may not be unique, and by a further simple computation, that the cochain map ρχ may not be surjective.
As a final remark we state a theorem on the surjectivity of ρχ.
Theorem 6.1. Let χ be a G invariant vertical q-chain such that ρχ defines a cochain map. Then ρχ is surjective if and only if there exists α ∈ Ω q (M ) such that α( χ ) = 1 and α is G invariant.
See [4] and [5] for other examples.
